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This article investigates the price discovery process in the foreign exchange
markets for the US dollar, the yen and the deutschmark currencies. In foreign

Ž .exchange the dollar often acts as a vehicle currency see Krugman, 1980, 1984 and
hence functions as the international ‘money’. When exchanging one currency into
another, a currency is first converted into dollars, which are then traded for the
other currency. When observing exchange rate data on a daily or lower frequency
the triangular relations among exchange rates are virtually an identity, but for high
frequency data, such as the quotes on the Reuters screens, the ratio of two dollar
exchange rates need not always be equal to the cross-rate. However, since foreign
exchange markets are among the most liquid financial markets in the world, one
expects price adjustment in these markets to occur very quickly.

Our aim in this article is to investigate the price adjustment and discovery in the
yenrdmark cross-rate. More specifically the observations on the liquidity in the
dollar markets lead to the following questions. Do changes in the yenrdmark rate
first show up in either of the two dollar rates, or is news immediately reflected in
the yenrdmark rate itself? Does the yenrdmark rate simply follow any change in
the more active dollar markets, i.e. is it an informationally redundant market?
Which market has the biggest impact on the efficient price, which is defined by

Ž .Hasbrouck 1995 as the value to which both the cross and the dollar-implied
exchange rate converge in the long run, absent new shocks. A related question is
how much of the observed volatility in the actual and implied yenrdmark rate is
due to changes in the efficient price and how much due to microstructure noise.

To answer such questions, we estimate the dynamics of the actual yenrdmark
rate and the implied exchange rate calculated from the yenrdollar and dmarkrdol-
lar rates. The data are from the HFDF-93 dataset made available by Olsen and
Associates, which has separate quotes for the yenrdmark rate as well as the
yenrdollar and dmarkrdollar rates. We identify a bivariate time series process for
the actual and implied yenrdmark rate from the various auto- and cross-covari-
ance functions. This time series model is then used to identify the relative
contributions of actual and implied rates to the price discovery process.

An important assumption of our methodology is the stability of the covariances
in real time, although possibly different for different segments of the day. In
microstructure research one often uses the interval between two transactions or
quotes as the basic time unit; this is the so called ‘transaction time’ or ‘tick time’
assumption. Under this assumption data are sampled more frequently during the
most active times of the market. Although for certain problems, such as estimating
bid-ask spreads, this sampling scheme is convenient and appropriate, we cannot
rely on tick time for our analysis for several reasons.

First and foremost, we are interested in the real time lags between different
markets. On foreign exchange markets quotes are indicative, so it is not obvious
that there will be new quotes immediately after new information arrives. The
traditional argument that information arrival and trading are almost perfectly
correlated need not hold for quote data. A closely related reason for using
calendar time is related to the specific properties of the HFDF-93 dataset. The
data only contain quotes that appeared on the Reuters screens, which is a subset of
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all information about the exchange rates, since, for example, competing data
providers exist like Telerate and Knight Ridder. If during some minute the Reuters
screen does not show a new quote, this does not necessarily imply that there have
not been any new quotes on any other system.

A second, equally important, reason has a more technical nature. In our
empirical analysis we will combine data from three markets, which have very

Ž .different trading or quote placement intensity and also a very different timing of
new quotes.1 The three exchange rates have unequal numbers of observations and
observations are irregularly spaced, hence we are confronted with a non-synchro-
nous trading problem. Since the activity pattern in the markets is so different, there
is no natural way to define ‘tick time’ while preserving the real time covariance

Ž .structure of the data. Harris et al. 1995 succeed in sampling in ‘tick time’, which
is determined however by the pace of the slowest market.

For these reasons, we choose real time as the relevant clock. This is a strong
assumption, but we feel it is the most appropriate to make in the context of this
article. To deal with the irregular spacing of the data, we use the covariance

Ž .estimator developed by De Jong and Nijman 1997 .
We will treat intra-day seasonality by examining the covariance structure for

different segments of the day. That way we can test for different dynamics during
different phases of a trading day. During Japanese business hours the microstruc-
ture dynamics for the yenrdmark exchange rate are likely to be different than they

Ž .are during European or US business hours. Hartmann 1996 conjectures that the
importance of the dollar depends on the time zone. Yen and dmark could function
as a vehicle during Japanese business hours and in the European morning, when
American banks are still closed. If the dollar is the only vehicle currency we would
expect that price discovery would take place in the highly liquid dollar markets and
that the cross-rates would simply follow. If the dmark and the yen also function as
vehicle currencies we would expect that price discovery takes place in the cross-
markets as well.

The article is organized as follows. In Sec. 1 we describe a statistical method for
the estimation of the moments with irregularly spaced observations. Section 2
considers the data and auto- and cross-correlation functions. Section 3 develops a
stylized microstructure model for the interpretation of the lead]lag relations in the
covariance functions. Section 4 concludes.

1. Estimation of calendar time correlations with irregularly spaced observations

The basis of our approach is an estimator for the auto- and cross-covariances
between two time series of returns, taking into account the irregular spacing of the

1 Ž .In previous empirical work with these exchange rate quotes, Muller et al. 1990 , Dacorogna et al.¨
Ž . Ž . Ž .1993 , Guillaume et al. 1997 and Andersen and Bollerslev 1997 have found strong daily and weekly
seasonal patterns in the volatility of exchange rates. Their empirical evidence also indicates that the
three exchange rates have distinct activity patterns.
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observations. These covariances contain all information needed to analyse lead]lag
relations and to estimate more structural models of the information flow between
two markets. The covariance functions can be used to identify the order and
structure of a multivariate time series model. The main technical obstacle in
modelling the interactions among the different markets consists of the irregular

Ž .arrival of new quotes. We present a moment estimator for estimating auto- covari-
ances between returns from irregularly observed data.

Ž .An important feature of our method is that time is measured as real calendar
time or clock-time. We treat the irregular spacing of the price data by assuming
that there exists a regular underlying discrete time price process from which
observations are recorded irregularly. We want to measure the correlations between
changes of these underlying, but partly unobserved, price processes.

Various sampling schemes have been adopted in the literature. The simplest way
to circumvent the irregularly spaced data problem would be by assuming that the
most recent quote remains valid if no new quote arrives in some interval. Assuming
zero returns if there has been no quote revision will usually lead to a smaller
estimate of the variance and much smaller autocorrelations. The consequences of
filling the gaps with standing quotes are explored in the Appendix.

Ž .An alternative sampling scheme is employed by Harris et al. 1995 . They
estimate lead]lag relations between markets with different activity patterns,
recording a new observation only if prices on all markets have moved. The most
recent observation from each series is then used as the observation for that
particular series. This method preserves the causal ordering of the data, but
implicitly assumes that all markets operate on a ‘tick’-time determined by the least
active market. Both approaches contrast to our approach, where we explicitly put a
missing value at the intervals during which no new quotes arrived and use an
estimator which takes these missing observations explicitly into account.

Our method is based on a moment estimator.2 We consider the case where the
returns have a zero mean and we assume that there are no additional deterministic
components like seasonals.3 We introduce the following notation. Let p and qt t
denote the logarithm of the price level at time t in the two markets under
consideration. Denote the covariance function of the underlying returns by 4

2Another approach to deal with the missing observations would be the Kalman filter. However, the
Kalman filter method is computationally quite intensive and therefore not attractive for the very large
data set under consideration. Moreover, the Kalman filter requires a fully specified model for all three
exchange rates. Among other things, this requires one to decide or test whether there is more than one
cointegrating relation between the three exchange rate series. Of course, if the usual normality
assumptions are also satisfied, the Kalman filter approach will increase the efficiency of the estimator.

Ž .Herwartz 1996 reports efficiency comparisons between the Kalman filter approach, the moment
estimator we develop in this article and some further sampling schemes. He finds that the moment
estimator developed in this article is only slightly less efficient compared to a full ML procedure based
on the Kalman filter.
3It is not difficult to introduce deterministic components, but it considerably complicates the notation.
In the empirical analysis we correct for the drift in the exchange rates by centering all second moments
using the average return computed from the first and last observation in the sample.
4 The exposition is for the computation of cross-covariances, but the method can be applied with slight

Ž . Ž .modifications for autocovariances, imposing the linear restrictions g yk s g k .
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Ž . Ž < . Ž .g k s Cov D p ,Dq S , k s yK ,..., K . 1t tyk t

The covariance is conditional on some variable S , which in our case of exchanget
rate data indicates the time of the day, where we divide the day in different
segments related to business hours in Japan, Europe and the US. Since we
measure returns in discrete time, we need to assume a basic unit observation
interval. The length of this interval can be arbitrarily short; in the empirical
analysis it is taken to be either 1 minute or 30 seconds. If we sample at such a high
frequency there will be many missing values. A missing value for a particular time
is recorded, if no new quote has arrived in the last interval. The graph below shows
a typical bivariate sample.

Let us index the observations on p by the index i and the observations on q byt t
the index j. The return over a time interval that spans several sampling intervals
can be expressed as the sum of the underlying unobserved one-period returns,

tiq1

Ž .p y p s D p , 2Ýt t tiq1 i
tst q1i

where t denotes the calendar time index of the ith observation. The cross producti
of prices on two markets can thus be written as

tt jq1iq1

Ž .Ž . Ž .y s p y p q y q s D p Dq . 3Ý Ýi j t t t t t siq1 i jq1 j
tst q1 sst q1i j

The expectation of this linear combination of cross-products is a linear combina-
Ž .tion of the covariances g k of the underlying process,

t tt tjq1 jq1iq1 iq1

w x Ž . Ž .E y s E D p Dq s g t y s . 4Ý Ý Ý Ýi j t s
tst q1 sst q1 tst q1 sst q1i j i j

Ž .If all covariances of order k ) K are assumed to be zero, the summation of g k
is truncated between y K and K. By changing the index of the summation we can

w x Ž .write E y as a linear combination of the covariances g k ,i j
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K

w x Ž . Ž . Ž .E y s x k g k , 5Ýi j i j
ksyK

Ž . w Ž . Ž .xwhere x k s max 0, min t , t y max t , t q k . For the estimator of thei j iq1 jq1 i j
Ž Ž ..covariances we regard Eq. 5 as a regression equation with the unknown

Ž .covariances g k as parameters and the coefficients x as explanatory variables.i j
Ž .Under assumptions explicited in De Jong and Nijman 1997 the covariances can

be estimated consistently by ordinary least squares on the observations of y andi j
the constructed x ’s.i j

As a refinement of the covariance estimators we employ a weighted least squares
estimator with weights proportional to the inverse of the square root of the length

Ž Ž ..of the time interval between two observations. For the return regression Eq. 5
we assume weights given by

y1r2Ž .Ž . Ž .w s t y t t y t . 6i j iq1 i jq1 j

The weighting scheme has two advantages for our dataset. First it is a simple
heteroskedasticity correction, assuming that the error variance for an observation
is proportional to the number of moments involved. The correction would be exact
if both p and q are a random walk with constant innovation variances.t t

The second aim of the weighting scheme is to reduce the influence of observa-
tions that are far apart. In the exchange rate data there are almost no observations

Žon Sundays and very few in the early hours of the night between the end of
.business hours in Los Angeles and the opening of Tokyo . Cross-products involving

these long spans contain many high order covariances, which are collectively set to
zero due to the truncation at lag K. Since the sum of the high order covariances
will presumably be different from zero due to daily and weekly seasonals, including
the observations with long spans will introduce an omitted variables bias in the
regression. By downweighting these observations the omitted variables bias is
greatly reduced.5

Since the regression models deal with estimating second moments, the covari-
ance matrix of the estimator involves the fourth moment structure of the time

Ž .series. De Jong and Nijman 1997 discuss the details of inference on the parame-
Ž . Ž .ters g k . However, the results of De Jong and Nijman 1997 are computationally

demanding for large datasets like the HFDF-93 database. They are even more
demanding for inference on functions that depend on the autocovariances of
several different series, like for example the implied yenrdmark exchange rate,
since these also require the covariances between the estimators for the individual
covariance functions. Therefore we do not report standard errors. A conservative

5An alternative to reduce the omitted variables bias is to assume a regular pattern for all high order
covariances. For example, under the assumption that the correlations decline geometrically we could

Ž . k < <specify g k s f f for k ) K, where f is pre-specified. The parameter f then enters linearly in0 1 1 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..Eqs. 4 and 5 . These further refinements appeared not important for our dataset.
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estimate of standard errors for autocorrelations would be 1r N , where N is the' 1 1
number of 30-seconds or 1-minute intervals. For our data this is always less than
0.013.

Our interest is in the interaction between the actual yenrdmark rate and the
implied yenrdmark rate which can be obtained through the two dollar rates. The
bid price of the implied yenrdmark rate is defined as the bid price of the
yenrdollar rate divided by the ask price of the dmarkrdollar rate. In logarithms
this gives the definition

b b a Ž .y s x y x , 7Jr G Jr U G r U

Ž . Ž .where x denotes the actual log y exchange rate, y the implied log y exchange
rate, the superscripts a and b denote ask and bid and the subscripts J, G and U
stand for Japanese yen, German mark and US dollar, respectively. The implied ask
price of the yenrdmark is defined analogously.

The autocovariance function of the actual yenrdmark exchange rate will be
Ž .denoted by g k and can be computed directly using the estimator describedx x

Ž Ž ..above. Using the identity Eq. 7 the autocorrelation function of the bid quotes
for the implied yenrdmark rate is computed from the moments of the bid quotes
of the yenrdollar rate and the ask quotes of the dmarkrdollar as

Ž . b Ž . b a Ž . b a Ž . a Ž . Ž .g k s g k y g k y g yk q g k , 8y y Jr U Jr U ,G r U Jr U ,G r U G r U

b a Ž .where g k denotes the covariance between the return of the yenrdollarJr U,G r U
bid quote and the return of the dmarkrdollar ask quote leading k periods.6 The

Ž Ž ..same identity Eq. 7 also provides the covariance between the actual and implied
rates:

Ž . bb Ž . ab Ž . Ž .g k s g k y g k . 9x y Jr U , Jr G D r U , Jr G

Since the 1-year sample is too short for meaningful formal cointegration tests,
we assume that the direct yenrdmark exchange rate and the rate implied by the
yenrdollar and dmarkrdollar rate are cointegrated. The last assumption must hold
in order to avoid arbitrage, which would be profitable if the actual and implied rate
are allowed to drift too far apart. Assuming cointegration, the deviation between
the actual and implied yenrdmark exchange rates also has a well-behaved autocor-
relation function. Because the deviations deal with levels instead of returns, the
estimator described above does not apply without modification. However, for level
variables the moments can be estimated straightforwardly on complete observa-
tions only. Complete observations are defined as those observations for which all
three exchange rates are available, i.e. the intersection of the set of observations

6 Ž .Note that we are comparing the level of the bid or ask of the actual and implied yenrdmark rate. To
Ž .be consistent with that formulation we compute returns solely from the bids or asks . This is not a

return available in the market, where a realized return would compare a bid with an ask.
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for each of the three individual exchange rate series.7 For the covariance between
returns and the error correction term we also confine ourselves to complete
observations on z . Let D p be a returns series and p and q be levels time series.t t t t
The error correction term is defined as z s q y p . The covariance of the returnst t t
with lags of the error correction term can be written as

ky1
w xE D p z s E D p z y D zÝt tyk t t tyjž /js0

ky1
Ž . Ž . Ž .s d y g j y g j , 10Ž .Ýp z p p p q

js0

Ž .where d s E D p z is the only unknown parameter. All the other moments arep z t t
Ž .already available from the auto- covariance functions of the returns D p and Dq .t t

ŽSuppose we have observations on prices p and error correction term z witht ti j
.t s t because we have complete observations on z . The cross-product becomesi j

ti

Ž . Ž .y s p y p z s D p z . 11Ýi j t t t t ti iy1 j j
tst q1iy1

Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Using Eq. 10 the expectation of the right hand side of Eq. 11 is

t tyti iy1

w x Ž . Ž . Ž .E y s t y t d y g k y g kŽ .Ý Ýi j i iy1 p z p p p q
tst q1 ks1iy1

t yti iy1

Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž . Ž .s t y t d q t y t y k q 1 g k y g k . 12Ž .Ýi iy1 p z i iy1 p p p q
ks1

Ž .Since all the g k moments have been estimated before, the second term can be
moved to the left hand side. This leaves a regression model with d as the singlep z

Ž .unknown parameter and observations t i s 1,..., N . The regression is run withi
weighted least squares just as for the return regressions, with the weights wi j

Ž Ž .. Ž .y1r2defined analogously to Eq. 6 as w s t y t . Given d and d alli j i iy1 p z q z
other moments and cross-moments can be computed.

7In our data set this does not entail much loss in efficiency, since there are many more observations on
the dollar rates than on the yenrdmark rate. There are relatively few cases in which the yenrdmark
rate is observed and the corresponding dollar rate is not observed. Instead of adjusting the method for
this situation, we decided to use only the periods for which there are observations on all series
Ž .yenrdmark and the dollar rates . Given the size of our data set, this does not have any noticeable
influence on the estimates. By using complete observations on z s p y q we avoid working witht t t

w x Ž .ill-defined moments like E p D p that involve I 1 variables. Also, in dealing with the irregular spacingt t
Ž . Ž . Ž .in the sample we would have to use a triple summation with terms x t , x t and x t ,Jr U i D r U j Jr G k

which is computationally demanding.
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2. Auto- and cross-correlation functions

Our data consist of exchange rate quotes from the Reuters screens over the
period October 1, 1992 to September 30, 1993. This HFDF-93 dataset has been
made available by Olsen and Associates. The dataset is described extensively in a

Žseries of empirical studies from Olsen and Associates see for example Dacorogna
.et al., 1993 and Guillaume et al., 1997 . We have sampled the bid and ask quotes of

the yenrdollar, yenrdmark and dmarkrdollar rates at fixed calendar time intervals
Ž .of either 30 seconds or 1 minute last quote of the interval and transformed the

quotes by taking logarithms. If for some interval there is no new quote, we record a
missing value. Since there is not much difference between the correlation struc-
tures of the bid and the ask prices, we only report results for the bid prices, i.e. the

Ž Ž ..implied yenrdmark rate is computed as in Eq. 7 .
Table 1 contains some summary statistics on the numbers of observations

depending on the sampling frequency. We have split the trading day in four
different segments according to business hours in different parts of the world. The
first segment corresponds to Japanese business hours and runs from 0.00 to 08.00 h

Ž .GMT 08.00]16.00 h in Japan . The second segment covers the early European
Ž . 8business hours from 08.00 to 14.00 h GMT 09.00]15.00 h in Germany . The third

segment contains the overlap between European and US business hours, going
Žfrom 14.00 to 20.00 h GMT 14.00]19.00 h in the United Kingdom, 09.00]14.00 h

.US Eastern time . The last segment covers the rest of the day, covering part of US
west coast business hours: 20.00]24.00 h GMT. The two dollar markets are much
more active than the market for the cross-rate, for which we get many more
missing values. The highest percentage of missing values occurs in the first
segment, where we only obtain new quotes for the yenrdmark in approximately
15% of the minutes. Best covered is the European segment. Quotes for the
dmarkrdollar in this segment are so dense that even the 30-seconds sampling
frequency provides close to 60% of the maximum possible observations. This may
reflect high trading intensity during these hours, or a high market share of the
Reuters system relative to competitors in Europe.

Ž .All auto- covariances and correlations have been computed using the methods
in Sec. 1. For all series we simultaneously estimated the autocovariances up to 30
minutes. For cross-covariances we included leads and lags up to order plus and

Žminus 30 min a total of 61 and 121 parameters for the 1-minute and 30-seconds
.intervals, respectively . The moments have been estimated both for the full sample

and for the four subsamples with the different segments of the trading day. Figure
1 shows the estimated autocorrelation functions for the three series of observed
exchange rate returns, the implied yenrdmark returns and also the correlation
between the actual and implied yenrdmark rate, using the full sample.

8All local times refer to winter time. We did not adjust the segments for the shift to daylight saving time
in some countries.
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Table 1
Number of observations

Segment

Japan Europe EuroperUS US

Thirty seconds intervals
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Yenrdmark 31 087 8.9 46 552 15.2 49 250 16.1 21 725 9.9
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Yenrdollar 109 673 31.3 101 500 33.1 83 911 27.4 50 595 23.3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Dmarkrdollar 143 727 41.0 179 484 58.5 123 525 40.3 70 319 32.1

One minute intervals
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Yenrdmark 27 051 15.4 44 198 28.8 42 571 27.8 18 898 17.3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Yenrdollar 70 438 40.2 68 078 44.4 54 354 35.5 39 949 36.5
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Dmarkrdollar 82 522 47.1 91 466 59.7 68 032 44.4 53 192 48.7

Notes: entries indicate the number of observations with a sampling frequency of either 30 s or 1 min. In
parentheses the number of observations is given as a percentage of the potential number of observa-
tions in a segment. The Japanese segment is defined as 0]8 h GMT, Europe is 8]14 h GMT,
USrEurope is 14]20 h GMT and the US segment is defined as 20]24 h GMT. The counting includes
all Sundays and holidays.

At the 1-min frequency all return series show a strong negative first order
autocorrelation and almost zero higher order autocorrelations. This drop of the
autocorrelations to zero is most pronounced for the dollar exchange rates. The
autocorrelations for the observed yenrdmark rate fluctuate a bit more; this is
probably only sampling error due to the much smaller number of observations of

Ž .this series relative to the dollar rates see Table 1 . The autocorrelation functions
for the four subsamples are very similar, with the same highly negative first order

9 Ž .autocorrelation. These autocorrelation functions would identify an MA 1 time
series model. The implications of that model will be analysed in detail in the next
section.

The magnitude of the first order autocorrelations is much larger than is
commonly reported in the literature. At the 1-min frequency Guillaume et al.
Ž .1997 find autocorrelations of approximately y 0.10. The differences are entirely
due to our estimator, which takes into account the irregular spacing. The differ-
ences are further explored in the Appendix.

Figure 1 also shows the cross-correlation function for the actual and implied
yenrdmark rates. The contemporaneous correlation is only 0.20 for most of the
day and even less during the late US segment. However, there are also strong
positive correlations between the current return of the actual exchange rate and
lagged returns of the implied yenrdmark rate. In fact, the cross-correlation peaks

Ž .at the 1-min lag, i.e. Cov D x , D y . The leading cross-correlations of the impliedt ty1
yenrdmark rate are an indication that the dollar markets are more important than

9 We only show the correlation functions for the full sample. The figures for the different segments of
the day are very similar.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. This figure shows the correlation functions of 30-seconds dashed line and 1-minute solid line
returns using the moment estimator for irregularly spaced observations for the full sample.
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Table 2
Return variances

Variable Full Japan Europe Eur.rUS US

Thirty seconds intervals
Actual 9.05 10.35 8.00 9.61 7.32
Implied 23.00 22.14 21.16 28.77 21.12

One minute intervals
Actual 9.20 10.41 8.31 9.77 7.35
Implied 23.18 22.35 21.26 29.32 20.58

Entries show the variance of 1-min returns of the yenrdmark exchange rate for various segments of the
Ž .2trading day. Units are % per minute multiplied by 10 000. See Table 1 for the definition of the

various segments of the day.

the actual market for the yenrdmark cross-rate. The direct yenrdmark rate adjusts
with a lag to changes induced by the two dollar rates. There is no response of the
implied rate to lagged changes in the actual yenrdmark cross-rate. This pattern
appears in all segments of the day.

Ž .The autocorrelations of the error correction term x y y are shown in the last
panel of Fig. 1. The first order autocorrelation is approximately 0.20, after which
the autocorrelations quickly drop off to zero. The error correction moments
support the impression that convergence of the actual and implied yenrdmark rate
is completed in a few minutes, but not immediate.

Table 2 provides summary statistics on the volatilities of the actual and implied
yenrdmark rate. It is evident that the volatility is lowest in the late US trading

Ž .hours the last data segment . Also, because the contemporaneous correlation
between yenrdollar and dmarkrdollar is close to zero at the 1-min frequency, the
variance of the implied yenrdmark rate is close to the sum of the two dollar
variances. The variance of the implied rate is more than twice as high as the
variance of the direct yenrdmark rate at the 1-minute frequency. This means that
the ratio of the two dollar rates contains far more noise about the yenrdmark rate
than the actual yenrdmark rate itself.

The results for the 30-seconds sample are hardly distinguishable from the
Ž .1-minute samples. To compare the autocovariances we converted the auto- covari-

ance function at the 30-seconds interval to the implied 1-min function.10 The only
difference is for the autocovariance function of the error correction term, which
arises because these estimates only use complete observations. The main reason
for comparing the 1-min and 30-s sampling intervals is to investigate the problem
of ‘stale quotes’. The stale quote problem occurs, if the last quote in a particular
minute is situated near the beginning of the minute and possibly just a few seconds
away from the previous quote. Because the estimates appear robust with respect to

10 Ž .To be precise, let r be the return over an interval of 30 s and let g k be the autocovariance functiont
Ž . Ž . Ž .of r . Then the implied 1-min autocorrelation function is given by g k s g 2k y 1 q 2g 2k q˜t 60

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g 2k q 1 for k ) 0 and g 0 s 2g 0 q 2g 1 .˜60
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the sampling frequency, we conclude that the problem of stale quotes is not very
important for our combination of data and estimator. For the remainder of the
empirical analysis we only report the 1-min results.

3. Random walk plus noise model

Ž . Ž .Bollerslev and Domowitz 1993 and Guillaume et al. 1997 provide several
explanations for the negative autocorrelation in exchange rate returns. Possible
reasons are that certain banks systematically set higher bidrask spreads, or that
traders have diverging opinions, or order imbalances. All these explanations are
consistent with a time series model, in which the observed quote x has twot
components: the true underlying value x ) and a random noise u . Hasbrouckt t
Ž . )1995 refers to x as the efficient price, which he defines as the permanentt
component of an observed price time series. The efficient exchange rate x ) is at
random walk, but not directly observable. This random walk plus noise or measure-

Ž .ment error model has been used in Hasbrouck 1993 for a univariate price series.
We extend the univariate model to a bivariate case. In our model both the actual
and the implied yenrdmark exchange rate are a random walk plus noise, sharing
the same efficient price x ). We thus obtain the cointegrated random walk plust
noise model

) Ž .x s x q u , 13t t t

) Ž .y s x q ¨ , 14t t t

) ) Ž .x s x q e . 15t ty1 t

We associate the transitory shocks with microstructure effects. We assume that
the shocks u , ¨ and e are serially uncorrelated and have mean zero.11 Thet t t
covariance matrix of the three shocks has variances s 2, s 2 and s 2 and covari-u ¨ e

Ž .ances s , s and s . Correlation between the noises u , ¨ and the informationeu e ¨ u¨ t t
shock e can be interpreted as evidence of transactions costs or as lagged adjust-t

Ž . Ž .ment to information see Hasbrouck, 1993 . The model is what Harvey 1989
refers to as a structural time series model. Hence we will call the parameters in
Ž Ž ..Eqs. 13]15 the ‘structural’ parameters. Our interest is in the relative magni-
tudes of the variance of the random walk component s 2 relative to the variancese
of the noise components s 2 and s 2.u ¨

The data provide 10 useful moments for estimation of the parameters: the
Ž .contemporaneous covariance matrix of the returns three moments , the covari-

Ž .ances of returns with lagged returns four moments , the variance of the error
Ž .correction term z s x y y one moment and the contemporaneous covariancest t t

Ž .of z with the returns two moments . All other data moments should be equal tot

11 Ž .We implicitly assume that there is a constant term, because we take x y y in deviation of its sample
mean.
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Ž .zero in the model, consistent with the individual series being MA 1 . The moments
Ž Ž ..of the random walk plus noise model Eqs. 13]15 are all linear in the parame-

ters. Straightforward calculation of variances and covariances yields a system of 10
moment equations as a function of the six structural parameters.

Ž .¡ ¦g 0x x

Ž .g 0y y 1 2 0 2 0 0¡ ¦
Ž .g 0 21 0 2 0 2 0x y ¡ ¦se1 0 0 1 1 2Ž .g 0 2x x su0 y1 0 y1 0 0Ž .g 1 2y y 0 0 y1 0 y1 0 s¨ Ž .s . 16Ž . 0 0 0 y1 0 y1g 1x y seu0 0 0 0 y1 y1Ž .g y1 sx y e ¨0 1 1 0 0 y2 ¢ §su¨Ž .g 0 0 1 0 1 y1 y1z z ¢ §

0 0 1 1 y1 1Ž .g 0x z¢ §Ž .g 0y z

Not all parameters are identified. For instance, try the reparameterization

s s s q s ,ẽu eu u¨

s s s q s ,ẽ ¨ e ¨ u¨

s 2 s s 2 y s ,ũ u u¨

s 2 s s 2 y s .˜̈ ¨ u¨

Substituting the four ‘tilde’ parameters for their original parameters, the covari-
ance s drops out of the moment equations. Without loss of generality we canu¨
thus impose the identifying restriction s s 0. Subject to this assumption all otheru¨

Ž Ž ..parameters are identified. The only parameter in Eqs. 13]15 that is always
identified, regardless of s , is the random walk variance s 2. We lose oneu¨ e

Ž .overidentifying restriction due to the model-free moment identity Cov D x , z yt t
Ž . Ž .Cov D y , z s Var D z r2.t t t

The parameters can be estimated either by using GMM, or by choosing five
moments from which they can be recovered exactly. GMM is not really feasible
here, since we can not construct a weighting matrix.12 Estimation of the structural

12 The problem is that we just have the data moments and not the individual time series observations
themselves. For a proper GMM estimator we must go back to the moment estimator developed in Sec. 2

Ž .and replace the g i moments by functions of the structural parameters and estimate the structural
parameters directly from the quote data. Even then the construction of a GMM weighting matrix is

Ž Ž ..computationally demanding. The problem is that the y elements in the regression Eq. 5 have noi j
natural time series ordering, so that the standard non-parametric Newey]West type estimator does not
apply.
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parameters is just a linear transformation of the data moments. For the empirical
analysis we estimate the structural parameters using the variances of the actual and
implied yenrdmark exchange rate returns, their covariance and the two lagged
cross-covariances. The estimator is linear in the data moments and follows immedi-

Ž Ž ..ately from inverting the relevant submatrix in Eq. 16 :

2 Ž .s 1 0 y1 y1 1 g 0u x x
2 Ž .s 0 1 y1 1 y1 g 0¨ y y

2 Ž .s 0 0 1 1 1 g 0 Ž .s . 17e x y

Ž .s 0 0 0 y1 0 g y1eu x y� 0 � 0 � 0
Ž .s 0 0 0 0 y1 g 1e ¨ x y

The covariance between the microstructure noise u and the information shockt
Ž .e is equal to the lagged cross-covariance Cov D x , D y , consistent with thet ty1 t

interpretation of s as measuring lagged adjustments.eu
Two of the overidentifying restrictions come from the cointegration restriction.

w Ž .xCointegration with cointegrating vector 1 y1 implies that the long run variances
of D x and D y are equal and also equal to the long run covariance:t t

1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .g 0 q 2g 1 s g j s g 0 q 2g 1 . 18Ýx x x x x y y y y y

jsy1

Ž .From Eq. 18 the first order autocovariance can be written as a function of the
cross-covariances. The other over-identifying restrictions are related to first order
dynamics.

Table 3 reports the parameter estimates and examines the overidentifying
restrictions. The estimates s 2 measure the information intensity over the variouse
segments of the day. The main result of the structural model is that the informa-

Ž 2 .tion related volatility s peaks in the late Europerearly US segment. This is ae
Ž .time zone when it is late afternoon in Germany and when the Japanese business

day is over. One would thus not expect much news about the underlying yenrdmark
exchange rate in this segment of the trading day. The EuroperUS segment also
shows by far the largest noise variance for the dollar implied exchange rate. The
late US hours are very different: there is very little genuine news, but the noise
level in the implied rate remains at the same level as the rest of the day. Subject to
the identification restriction s s 0, the strong positive covariance between theu¨
actual return and the lagged implied return translates into the negative covariance
s between the innovation of the effective exchange rate and the microstructureeu
noise in the direct yenrdmark rate. At the 1-min sampling interval the trading
noise dominates the news in the effective exchange rate. Increasing the sampling
interval will reverse this inequality, as the random walk component will eventually
be responsible for almost all the variance in the returns.

The first order autocorrelations fit the restrictions remarkably well. Although
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Table 3
Random walk plus noise model

Structural parameters Full Japan Europe Eur.rUS US

2s 5.32 6.20 5.06 4.96 4.00u
2s 9.00 8.34 8.44 11.53 8.83¨
2s 4.67 4.47 4.61 6.32 1.97e

s y3.06 y3.23 y3.21 y3.23 y1.31eu
s 0.26 0.60 y0.12 y0.02 0.47e ¨

Overidentified moments
Ž .Corr D x , D x Data y0.28 y0.31 y0.26 y0.24 y0.33t ty1

Implied y0.25 y0.29 y0.22 y0.18 y0.37
Ž .Corr D y , D y Data y0.41 y0.40 y0.39 y0.41 y0.46t ty1

Implied y0.40 y0.40 y0.39 y0.39 y0.45
Ž .Var x D y y Data 17.32 16.35 16.89 20.78 15.08t t

Implied 14.32 14.53 13.50 16.48 12.83
Ž .Corr D x , x D y y Data 0.18 0.24 0.15 0.18 0.33t t t

Implied 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.23
Ž .Corr D y , x D y y Data y0.68 y0.56 y0.57 y0.54 y0.46t t t

Implied y0.61 y0.68 y0.68 y0.67 y0.65

Notes: The upper panel reports the estimates of the ‘structural’ parameters of the model under the
identifying assumption s s 0. s 2 is the variance of the random walk innovation, s 2 and s 2 are theu¨ e u ¨
variances of the microstructure noise associated with the actual and implied yenrdmark, respectively.
The lower panel examines the overidentified moments, that have not been used for estimation. The first
line gives the data moments; on the second line are the moments that are implied by the structural
parameters. See Table 1 for the definition of the different segments of the day.

not used in the estimation, the actual and implied autocorrelations are often
almost identical, lending credibility to the stylized model. The large negative first
order autocorrelations are entirely consistent with the cross-correlations of the two
series. Still the autocorrelations in the data are generally larger than implied by the
model.13 The implied variance of the error correction term is of the same order of
magnitude as observed in the data, although the data show a larger error correc-
tion variance for every subsample. The same holds for the correlation of the
returns and the deviation between the levels. Due to the large sample size the
implications will surely be rejected at usual significance levels in a formal hypothe-
sis test. Summarising, the implied exchange rate has predictive power for the actual
yenrdmark rate, but the information is very noisy due to the large volatility.

From the structural model it is not clear which variable contains the most
information about the efficient exchange rate. All that we observe are the two

13 This small discrepancy in the estimated moments creates an unfortunate problem for estimating
different time series models such as a Vector AutoRegression. Since the autocorrelations are negative,

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the long run variance lim Var x y x rk s g 0 q 2g 1 and similar for y will be slightlyk ª` tqk t x x x x t
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .smaller than the long run covariance lim Cov x y x , y y y rk s g y1 q g 0 q g 1 .k ª` tqk t tqk t x y x y x y

As a result the long horizon covariance matrix is not positive definite. This remains true if we add
additional higher order covariances. Technically it means that we can not estimate an unrestricted VAR
with a large lag length from the estimated data moments. The estimation routine will break down at
inversion of the moment matrix.
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exchange rates themselves; the efficient price is a latent variable. For inference on
the efficient exchange rate we need to derive the conditional expectation of x )

t
Ž . )given observations x and y i G 0 . The conditional moments of x are mostty i tyi t

Ž Ž ..easily computed from the reduced form of the structural model Eqs. 13]15 . The
reduced form is a bivariate first order MA process. The general form of a first
order VMA is

D x e c c et 1 0 t 11 12 ty1 Ž .s q , 19ž / h c c hž / ž / ž /ž /D y 0 1 t 21 22 ty1t

where c are parameters to be determined and where e and h are the innova-i j t t
tions of x and y , respectively. The variances of e and h are denoted by s 2 andt t t t e

s 2; the covariance will be denoted s . Since the two series x and y areh eh t t
cointegrated the long-term impact matrix of the VMA will be of rank one.

Ž .Moreover, since the cointegrating vector equals 1 y1 , we have the restrictions:

Ž .1 q c y c s 0, 2011 21

Ž .1 q c y c s 0. 2122 12

Define f s c and u s c . This gives the representation2l 12

Ž .D x De1 y f yuf u et tt Ž .s q . 22hž /ž /ž / ž /ž /D y f u Ž . Dhyf 1 y utt t

The first term determines the long-run impact of the shocks. All terms with Det
and Dh describe the transitory dynamics.t

The transformation from the five structural parameters to the five VMA
Ž 2 2 .parameters u ,f,s ,s ,s is non-linear. The parameters f and u are the rootse h eh

of a fourth degree polynomial. In general this has multiple solutions, from which
Ž Ž ..we choose the unique solution for which Eq. 22 is an invertible MA process.

Ž Ž ..With the VMA already written in the form Eq. 22 , the common trends
Ž .representation see Stock and Watson, 1988 , identifying the permanent and

transitory parts of the process, follows immediately as

1 y f yux e1t t Ž .s t q , 23tž /y hž / ž /ž /1 yf 1 y ut t

Ž .t s t q fe q uh , 24t ty1 t t

where t is the common trend. Since the random walk component is uniquelyt
identified, the common trend can be interpreted as the conditional expectation of
the efficient price x ) given current and lagged quotes. The random walk innova-t
tion fe q uh is a linear combination of the two innovations. Our interest is in thet t
relative contribution of the two innovations. How much of a shock in the actual or
implied yenrdmark rate is related to a change in the efficient exchange rate? In
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other words, how much of a shock is permanent? The importance of each of the
Ž Ž ..two innovations is measured by the variance decomposition of Eq. 24 :

2 2 2 2 2 2 Ž .s s f s q 2fus q u s s s . 25tot e eh h e

Ž .If the covariance s s 0, the information share see Hasbrouck, 1995 of x andeh

y is defined as

f 2s 2 u 2s 2
e h Ž .k s and k s . 26x x y y2 2s se e

However, with a non-zero covariance between the innovations the information
shares are not unambiguously defined; they depend on how the covariance term is
split over k and k .x x y y

The volatilities s and s reported in Table 4 show the same seasonal pattern ase h

in the structural model. Volatility is highest in the period where European and US
business hours overlap. It is in this most active period of the day that the direct
yenrdmark obtains its highest information share. This time zone is the only part of
the day that the actual yenrdmark rate has a higher information share than the
implied rate. The information share of the actual yenrdmark rate is especially low
during Japanese business hours. An explanation might be that during these hours
the foreign exchange activity is lower than when European andror US markets are
open. When activity is low there is simply no room for a second vehicle currency.

Ž Ž ..The information share due to the covariance term in Eq. 24 is always
approximately 0.3, implying that contemporaneous movements are already strong
even at the high 1-min frequency.

Two data moments are especially important for determining the information

Table 4
Cointegrated first order moving average process

VMA parameters Full Japan Europe Eur.rUS US

f 0.43 0.33 0.47 0.56 0.35
u 0.34 0.38 0.35 0.29 0.24

2s 6.87 7.20 6.20 8.10 5.29e
2s 17.18 17.00 15.77 21.08 13.69h

s 4.86 4.84 4.24 6.34 3.07eh

Information shares
k 0.28 0.18 0.29 0.41 0.34x x
k 0.30 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.26x y
k 0.42 0.55 0.41 0.27 0.40y y

Notes: The VMA parameters are obtained from the structural parameters. The information shares are a
variance decomposition of the random walk component of the VMA, with k and k being the part ofx x y y
the variance of the random walk innovation due to the variance of the innovations in x and y,
respectively and with k the part of the variance related to the covariance of x and y.x y
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w Ž . Ž .xshares. First, the implied rate on average leads the actual rate g 1 ) g y1 .x y x y
This normally leads to a high information share for the leading market, in this case
the dollar markets. Second, the volatility of the actual rate is less than that of the

w Ž . Ž .ximplied rate g 0 - g 0 . This reduces the information advantage of thex x y y
Ž .implied rate, since in the VMA 1 model a high variance implies that the series is

less correlated with the random walk component and contains more noise. The
covariance effect dominates in most parts of the day. However, in the EuroperUS
segment the noise in the dollar rates is so large that the direct yenrdmark quotes
become a more reliable signal.

For impulse response analysis the innovations are transformed to orthogonal
shocks m and ¨ . Since the error covariance matrix can be decomposed in manyt t
different ways, it is necessary to have an additional identifying restriction. In the
context of the cointegrated system the most useful decomposition is the one

Ž .proposed by Blanchard and Quah 1989 , which is closely related to the common
trends representation. In the Blanchard]Quah decomposition ¨ is defined as thet
normalized random walk innovation:

fe q uht t Ž .¨ s . 27t se

The second innovation, m is defined as being orthogonal to n with unitt t
variance. Because n by definition contains the full permanent impact, the secondt
innovation m will have only temporary effects; hence it is called the transitoryt
shock. We associate the transitory shock with microstructure dynamics. The infor-
mation shares measure the percentage of the variance of ¨ that can be attributedt
to the innovation of a particular variable.14

Table 5 shows the variance decomposition of the actual and implied yenrdmark
rate. This decomposition only considers the variance of the shocks and not the
total 1-min variance, which also includes the lagged effect of the noise. The
permanent shock accounts for most of the innovation variance of both series.

Table 5
Blanchard]Quah variance decomposition

Permanent fraction Full Japan Europe Eur.rUS US

Actual 0.66 0.56 0.66 0.79 0.65
Implied 0.78 0.86 0.76 0.69 0.71

Ž 2 . Ž 2 .Notes: The innovation variances of actual s and implied s yenrdmark are decomposed ine h

fractions attributed to the permanent and transitory components in a Blanchard]Quah decomposition.
The entries show the fraction of the innovation variance atrributed to the permanent shock.

14 ŽThe information shares from the Blanchard]Quah decomposition are of course the same as in Eq.
Ž .. Ž Ž ..26 , since ¨ is nothing but the random walk innovation in Eq. 23 .t
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For the full sample the Blanchard]Quah representation of the model is

x m1 1.53 y0.03t t Ž .s t q , 28tž / ž /y ¨ž / ž /1 y1.93 1.50t t

Ž .t s t q 2.16¨ . 29t ty1 t

Impulse responses from this system will show that the two series react in
opposite directions to the temporary shock m . Also, the implied yenrdmark ratet
will ‘overreact’ with respect to the permanent shock ¨ , with the initial impulset
being 2.16 q 1.50 and the long-run impact equal to 2.16. The actual yenrdmark
rate does not exhibit such ‘overreaction’. Because the model is a first order MA, all
dynamic effects are fully incorporated after one period. The impulse responses for
the different subsamples are qualitatively similar: opposite signs on the temporary
shock and overreaction of the implied rate with respect to the permanent shock.
The interpretation of the ‘overreaction’ in a microstructure model is not clear.

4. Conclusions

In this article we used quotes from the Reuters screens at 30-seconds and
1-minute intervals to investigate the dynamic interactions between the observed
yenrdmark exchange rate and the implied rate obtained as the ratio of the
yenrdollar and dmarkrdollar rates. The analysis has been carried out using a
moment estimator designed to account for the irregular spacing of high frequency

Ž .data. The main empirical regularities are that i all time series of exchange rate
Ž .quotes show very strong negative first order autocorrelations; ii microstructure

noise accounts for much of the variance of both the actual as well as the implied
Ž . Ž .quotes; iii the implied rate has predictive power for the actual rate; iv the

Ž .implied yenrdmark rate is much noisier than the actual rate; v part of price
discovery about the yenrdmark rate takes place through the actual yenrdmark

Ž .cross-market with at least 25% of the fundamental news entering directly; vi also
at least 25% of the fundamental news in the yenrdmark exchange rate arrives

Ž .through the dollar markets; and vii the actual yenrdmark obtains its strongest
role as an independent market during the busiest part of the day, when European
and US business hours overlap.

Appendix 1

Bias in alternati¨e sampling scheme

An alternative sampling scheme in calendar time would be to record every minute the
current quote. If over the last minute there have been no quote revisions this means that
last minute’s observation is repeated. The following graph illustrates this sampling process.
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Because there are no new quotes between times 1 and 4, the observation p is repeated1
at times 2 and 3. Returns in these periods are thus set to zero. The motivation behind this
sampling scheme is that if there has not been any news, then the current quote might still be
valid. Its main advantage is that missing value problems are avoided. Its drawback is a bias
in the estimator of the autocovariance function. Below we will derive the bias for this fill-in
sampler.

Let q be the data from the fill-in sample, i.e. q s p in the example in the graph above.t 2 1
Ž .With T observations q t s 1,..., T the variance of returns with the fill-in sample ist

T1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .g 0 s Dq . 30˜ Ý tT ts2

The tildes will generally denote a sample moment computed from the fill-in sample. The
Ž .2 Ž .2expected value of a term like Dq s p y p depends on the autocovariances of the4 4 1

wŽ .2 x Ž . Ž . Ž .returns series: E Dq s 3g 0 q2g 1 q g 2 . In general,4

si
2Ž . Ž . Ž .E p y p s jg s y j , 31Ýt t iiq 1 i

js1

where s s t y t is the time between observations i and i q 1. Returns for periodsi iq1 i
Žwithout quote revisions are zero, so they do not contribute to the sum of squares in Eq.

Ž .. Ž .30 . We will calculate the expected value of the estimator g 0 . Let N be the number of˜
Ž .observations p , i s 1,...,N . Further define f as the fraction of intervals of length s in thet si

original p sample. These fractions satisfy the properties ÝK f s 1 and ÝK sf s TrN,t ss1 s ss1 si

where TrN is the average length of an interval and where K is the maximum interval
length. Then:

K sNfsw Ž .x Ž .E g 0 s jg j˜ Ý ÝTss1 js1

Ky1 KN
Ž . Ž . Ž .s f i y l g l . 32Ý Ý iT ls0 islq1

In the special case of no missing observations all interval lengths are equal to one, hence
Ž Ž .. w Ž .x Ž .f s 1 and all other f are zero. Then Eq. 32 reduces to E g 0 s g 0 and there is no˜1 i

Ž . w Ž .x Ž .bias. Also, if g l s 0 for l ) 0, the time series is a random walk and again E g 0 s g 0 .˜
In the more likely case that the price series is approximately a random walk plus noise, i.e.

Ž .returns are an MA 1 process, the bias term amounts to

N
w Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž .E g 0 s g 0 q 1 y g 1 , 33˜ ž /T
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Ž .where 1 y NrT is the fraction of missing values. Since in the empirical application
Ž .g 1 - 0, the variance will be underestimated.The first order autocovariance of the fill-in

sample is computed as:

T1
Ž . Ž .g 1 s Dq Dq . 34˜ Ý t ty1T ts2

Its expected value can be computed analogously. The product Dq Dq will only bet ty1
non-zero if both Dq and Dq are non-zero. This only happens if there are new quotes att ty1

Ž Ž ..times t as well as t y 1. The summation in Eq. 34 can thus be rewritten as

1
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .g 1 s p y p p y p , 35˜ Ý t t t tiq 1 i i iy1T ie I1

� 4where I s i: t y t s 1 is the set of indices that selects the Nf observations with a1 iq1 i 1
Ž .. si Ž .1-min interval. The expected value for each non-zero product in Eq. 35 is Ý g j . Thejs1

Ž .expected value of g 1 follows as˜
si1

w Ž .x Ž .E g 1 s g j˜ Ý ÝT ie I js11

KNf1 Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1 y F g j , 36Ý 1 jT js1

where F is the fraction of intervals that are of length less than j, given that the previous1 j
Ž .interval was of length one F s 0,F s 1 . The last line of the expression is obtained by11 1K

Ž .changing the order of summation in the first line.The special case of an MA 1 process is of
Ž . Ž .empirical interest. With only g 0 and g 1 non-zero we obtain

Nf1w Ž .x Ž . Ž .E g 1 s g 1 . 37˜
T

Ž T . Ž .Since Nf r - 1 the estimator g 1 will be biased towards zero. In large samples the first˜1
Ž .order autocorrelation r 1 converges to˜

Ž . Ž .Nf g 1 Nf r 11 1Ž . Ž .r 1 ª s . 38˜ Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T g 0 q 1 y NrT g 1 T 1 q 1 y NrT r 1

< Ž . <The first order autocorrelation from the fill-in sample will be biased towards zero, r 1 -˜
< Ž . < Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 if f NrT - 1 q 1 y NrT r 1 . Since r 1 ) y1, this inequality is always satisfied.1
The bias can be very large. For example, for the yenrdmark we find a first order

Ž . Ž .autocorrelation r 1 s y0.31 see Table 3 in Sec. 3 . With a 1-min sampling interval the
Ž .HFDF-93 dataset contains 1 y NrT s 44% missing values and f s 28% intervals of1

Ž Ž ..length one. Substituting these numbers in Eq. 38 we find that under the assumption of an
Ž . Ž .MA 1 process r 1 s y0.03. This example highlights the potential vast bias in irregularly˜

spaced samples. It also shows that our extremely negative first order autocorrelations are
Žconsistent with much smaller autocorrelations reported elsewhere in the literature see

.Goodhart and Figliuoli, 1991 and Guillaume et al., 1997 .
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Similar, though much more complicated, bias expressions can be derived for all the
autocovariances. The derivations will be facilitated by some assumptions on the distributions
of the interval lengths. Most convenient would be a Markov process, which gives the
probability distribution of the duration of the next interval given the current duration. An

Ž .example is the Autoregressive Conditional Duration ACD model introduced by Engle and
Ž .Russell 1997 .
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